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Objective: This meta-analysis systematically examined the association of reported psychological trauma and posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) with functional somatic syndromes including fibromyalgia, chronic widespread pain, chronic fatigue syndrome,
temporomandibular disorder, and irritable bowel syndrome. Our goals were to determine the overall effect size of the association and
to examine moderators of the relationship. Methods: Literature searches identified 71 studies with a control or comparison group
and examined the association of the syndromes with traumatic events including abuse of a psychological, emotional, sexual, or
physical nature sustained during childhood or adulthood, combat exposure, or PTSD. A random-effects model was used to estimate
the pooled odds ratio and 95% confidence interval. Planned subgroup analyses and meta-regression examined potential moderators.
Results: Individuals who reported exposure to trauma were 2.7 (95% confidence interval = 2.27Y3.10) times more likely to have a
functional somatic syndrome. This association was robust against both publication bias and the generally low quality of the literature.
The magnitude of the association with PTSD was significantly larger than that with sexual or physical abuse. The association of
reported trauma with chronic fatigue syndrome was larger than the association with either irritable bowel syndrome or fibromyalgia.
Studies using nonvalidated questionnaires or self-report of trauma reported larger associations than did those using validated question-
naires. Conclusions: Findings are consistent with the hypothesis that traumatic events are associated with an increased prevalence of
functional somatic syndromes. The analyses also highlight limitations of the existing literature and emphasize the importance of
prospective studies, examining the potential similarities and differences of these conditions, and pursuing hypothesis-driven studies of the
mechanisms underlying the link between trauma, PTSD, and functional somatic syndromes.KeyWords: functional somatic syndromes,
trauma, PTSD, meta-analysis.

FSS = functional somatic syndrome; FM = fibromyalgia; CWP =
chronic widespread pain; CFS = chronic fatigue syndrome; TMD =
temporomandibular disorder; IBS = irritable bowel syndrome;
PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; OR = odds ratio; CI =
confidence interval; FSN = Fail-Safe N.

INTRODUCTION

Somatic complaints that are medically unexplained are
common in all areas of medicine. Approximately one third

of patients seen in primary care report experiencing symp-
toms for which no organic cause can be found (1Y3). Func-
tional somatic syndromes (FSSs) including fibromyalgia (FM),
chronic widespread pain (CWP), chronic fatigue syndrome
(CFS), temporomandibular disorder (TMD), and irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS) are a set of conditions defined by expert con-
sensus or research diagnostic criteria that lack currently under-
stood physical or biological etiology or demonstrate inconsistent
laboratory abnormalities (4). Although these conditions are often
characterized by symptoms such as pain, fatigue, sleep distur-
bances, and disability, they are typically complex conditions
with a multiplicity of symptoms. Compared with other medical
conditions, these unexplained conditions also are commonly
associated with anxiety, depression, stressful life events, and
psychological trauma in childhood or adulthood (5,6). Further-
more, patients with FSSs are more likely to have an increased
rate of current and lifetime psychiatric disorders (7).

The comorbidity of specific FSSs often present challenges
to differential diagnosis because they have high rates of overlap
in symptoms, especially for FM, CWP, CFS, TMD, and IBS (8).
Owing to the absence of distinct biomarkers that help define
a syndrome, there is an ongoing debate as to whether FSSs
should be defined as separate entities or as one syndrome (9).
Although some emphasize the use of separate diagnostic cate-
gories (10), others argue that all FSSs represent one underlying
common basic syndrome (4,11,12). However, examining FSSs
in a way that focuses both on the similarities and differences
between syndromes may provide a better understanding of their
etiology and inform future treatment.

One area of potential similarity is the association of FSSs
with psychological trauma. In addition to the psychological dis-
tress that frequently accompanies exposure to trauma (13),
reported trauma is consistently associated with FSSs and other
health outcomes (6,14Y17). Significant links between reported
trauma and FSSs are demonstrated for both trauma experienced
in adulthood and trauma experienced in childhood (5,14,18).
However, these studies have significant methodological weak-
nesses that limit interpretation (17). Most of the studies that
look at childhood trauma and FSSs are cross sectional and use
retrospective self-report accounts (19,20). The few existing pro-
spective studies only show a low-to-modest association between
childhood trauma and FSSs (17,19,20). A recent review sug-
gests that nearly all studies examining the association of abuse
with FSSs are underpowered (17).

Two meta-analytic reviews have attempted to evaluate the
strength of the association between both adult and childhood
trauma with FSSs but limited their search to sexual abuse as
the type of trauma (21) or FM as the specific FSS (22). Neither
of these meta-analyses examined the potential similarities or
differences in how specific FSSs are related to trauma. Fur-
thermore, it is not clear if the association between trauma and
FSSs is a result of exposure to trauma or driven by how a person
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responds to the traumatic event, for example, with intense
fear, numbing, reexperiencing, and/or avoidance. Posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric condition that requires
exposure to a traumatic event and captures an individual’s
cognitive and behavioral response in relation to the trauma.
Although the exact mechanisms underlying the relationship
between psychological trauma, PTSD, and FSSs still need to
be elucidated (23Y26), a recent meta-analytic review exam-
ined the association of PTSD with physical health outcomes
including pain and gastrointestinal symptoms (27). However,
the study did not examine the strength of PTSD’s association
with specific FSSs, nor could it speak to the potential moder-
ating effect of trauma exposure versus PTSD.

The goal of this meta-analysis was to provide a comprehen-
sive review of the trauma and FSS literature by encompassing
multiple types of FSSs and reported psychological trauma, as
well as PTSD. Given the diversity in the quality of the litera-
ture, we focused on FSSs that are defined by established diag-
nostic criteria based on a configuration of symptoms. Therefore,
studies that examined only one symptom or key feature (e.g.,
chronic pelvic pain) and were not based on established diagnos-
tic criteria for a condition were not included. Our primary
aims were to determine the overall effect size of the associa-
tion between reported trauma and PTSD with FSSs including
FM, CWP, CFS, TMD, and IBS and to examine the possible
moderating effects of sex, type of trauma, type of FSS, type
of trauma assessment, type of FSS assessment, age at time of
trauma, and type of sample.

METHODS
Search and Screening Strategy
The review and meta-analysis were performed according to the recom-

mendations of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses statement (28). Articles were identified through searches of
the electronic databases PubMed/MEDLINE (1948YJanuary 2012), PsyINFO
(1860YJanuary 2012), and Google Scholar (up to January 2012). Our initial
search included the following terms related to FSSs: fibromyalgia, chronic
widespread pain, chronic fatigue syndrome, temporomandibular disorder,
and irritable bowel syndrome, in combination with the following terms
related to trauma: abuse, victimization, posttraumatic stress, and PTSD. The
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH terms) were also included to obtain the
maximum number of studies. All possible combinations of the keywords
were entered into each database. Bibliographies of relevant articles were
perused for other potentially relevant articles. The abstracts of all identified
articles were screened to determine if they were consistent with the inclusion
and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria
Traumatic events included abuse of a psychological, emotional, sexual,

or physical nature sustained during childhood or adulthood; combat exposure;
and undifferentiated abuse (i.e., type of abuse was unspecified). PTSD was
also included because it requires exposure to a traumatic event. To be included,
a study was required to include primary data and to have a control or com-
parison group. No restrictions were placed on publication dates, participant
age, or sex; however, results were limited to studies published in English
and research conducted on human beings.

Exclusion Criteria
Articles were excluded for the following reasons: no control or compari-

son group; focus on symptoms only (e.g., chronic pelvic pain); comparison

of two FSSs to each other; lack of data relevant to the meta-analysis; inade-
quate description of the FSS; inadequate description of trauma, even if un-
differentiated; lack of response on missing data from author; or did not meet the
inclusion criteria listed above. For multiple articles published based on the same
sample, only the study with the largest number of participants was included.

Study Coding
Each study was independently coded by three to five raters, with differ-

ences resolved via group consensus. Each article was coded for the following:
sample size; number of participants broken down by sex, ethnicity, clinical
condition(s), and control group(s); sample type (e.g., community based, clini-
cally based, etc); study design (retrospective, prospective); type of trauma; type
of trauma assessment (e.g., structured interview and validated questionnaire);
type of FSS; type of FSS assessment (clinician examination or interview,
self-report); age at the time of trauma (childhood, adulthood); and statistics
reported for variables of interest. For type of FSS assessment, physician and
tender point examinations and interviews were considered distinct from self-
report questionnaires on medical history. When case-control data were reported,
odd ratios (ORs) were calculated; however, if adjusted ORs were reported in
the article, those data were used for the meta-analysis.

For the overall analysis, independent and dependent groups were classified
as follows: FSSs (i.e., FM, CWP, CFS, TMD, or IBS), no unexplained clinical
condition (e.g., healthy and no IBS), other clinical condition (e.g., Crohn disease
and dyspepsia), trauma (i.e., PTSD, combat, or abuse), and no trauma. To avoid
overlap between multiple types of abuse within studies, either the category of
‘‘any abuse’’ was selected or, if this was not available, the subgroup of abuse
type with the largest number of participants was selected for the overall analysis.
In the rare instance that an article compared two FSSs of interest to a compari-
son group, we focused on the FSS most objectively assessed and/or with the
largest sample size. If data for more than one comparison group were provided
and the groups were similar to each other (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis and soft
tissue rheumatic disorder), they were combined. If the comparison groups were
not similar to each other, then the most relevant group was chosen based on
group consensus (e.g., of somatoform disorder and medically explained chronic
pain, the medically explained chronic pain group was chosen).

Quality Assessment
Two independent raters assessed the quality of the studies using the

Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (29). Disagreements were resolved by mediation be-
tween the raters and the first author. Newcastle-Ottawa Scale provides sepa-
rate quality assessment instructions for case-control studies and cohort studies.
Each type of study can be awarded a maximum of 9 points distributed be-
tween eight questions that address the selection of study groups, the compa-
rability of the groups, and the ascertainment of either the exposure or outcome
of interest for case-control or cohort studies, respectively.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis, version 2.0

software (30). ORs were pooled for outcomes from each study with the
DerSimonian-Laird random-effects model. The 95% confidence interval (CI)
for each outcome was estimated to reflect the uncertainty of point estimates.
An OR of 1.0 indicates no association, and an OR greater than 1.0 indicates
increased risk for the outcome. The I2 statistic was used to estimate the extent
of the heterogeneity in the pooled OR, indexing the overall association of
reported trauma with FSSs. The I2 index provides the percent of variability in
the overall effect estimate that is caused by true heterogeneity (e.g., differences
in study design or participant characteristics) rather than sampling error
within studies. I2 values of approximately 25%, 50%, and 75% represent low,
moderate, and high heterogeneity, respectively (31). Potential causes of het-
erogeneity in a meta-analysis can be explored by identifying study-level char-
acteristics that may be associated with the variability in study results (32).

Planned subgroup analyses (for categorical variables) and meta-regression
(for continuous variables) were used to examine possible sources of hetero-
geneity. The analytic software can separate studies into subgroups according
to study-level variables and then use weighted analysis of variance to run the
meta-analysis within groups and compare the effect across groups. All relevant
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comparisons made by the studies were included in subgroup analyses; therefore,
the n for subgroup analyses may be larger than the total number of studies.
To evaluate heterogeneity, the Q test was used. Under the null hypothesis of
no heterogeneity, the Q test follows a W

2 distribution with k j 1 degrees of
freedom (where k is the number of studies). A potential cause of heterogeneity is
identified when there is considerable between-subgroup variation as indicated
by a significant Q test. Locating sources of heterogeneity is analogous to
identifying moderators associated with the results of studies. The predefined
subgroup analyses included sex, type of trauma including PTSD, type of FSS,
type of trauma assessment, type of FSS assessment, age at time of trauma,
and sample type. Planned meta-regression evaluated whether study quality
affected the overall effect size. p Values less than .05 were considered signifi-
cant for all analyses.

To address the issue of publication bias (i.e., studies with nonsignificant
findings are less likely to be published than studies with significant results),
the classic Fail-Safe N (FSN) was calculated to determine how many null
studies would need to be included in the meta-analysis to nullify the reported
overall effect size for the association. An FSN that is greater than or equal to
five times the number of studies in the analysis plus 10 (FSN Q 5k + 10) is
indicative of an effect size that is robust against publication bias (33).

RESULTS
Overview of Search
Literature searches resulted in 3166 potentially eligible arti-

cles. Initial screening of abstracts found that 2910 articles did not
meet the inclusion criteria or were not relevant. Thus, 256 articles
were closely examined by three to five raters, and 71 (28%)
of these fulfilled all inclusion criteria; these articles are presented
in the articles were excluded for various reasons: 80 did not
present explicit data on any of the FSSs under review; 13 had no
trauma variable; 39 had no control group or did not provide
adequate information; 5 were not experiments (e.g., letters to the
editor); 3 were used as reference papers to obtain demographic
information for relevant articles; 19 were excluded for other
reasons (e.g., both reported trauma and FSS were present, but
their relationship was not examined); and 26 were review articles
or other resource materials that were used for background in-
formation only.

Study Characteristics
Of the 71 included studies, 70% used some form of abuse

as the trauma variable, whereas 23% used PTSD and 6% used
combat/deployment. Only one study presented separate analy-
ses examining the relationship between the FSS and both PTSD
and reported abuse. Trauma assessments included structured
interviews (14%), semistructured interviews (1%), unstructured
interviews (3%), validated questionnaires (39%), nonvalidated
questionnaires (27%), and self-report (15%). Twenty five studies
focused on FM or CWP, 15 on CFS, 3 on TMD, and 28 on IBS.
Most studies used physician examination or interview (72%) to
diagnose FSSs.

Twenty-eight percent of the studies were published in the
1990s, and 72% were published since 2000; all, except one, were
retrospective. Thirty six publications (51%) reported on clinical
samples, 19 (27%) used community-based samples, and the
remaining 16 (22%) were classified as other (e.g., veterans,
volunteers, etc). The sample sizes ranged from 26 to 20,917
participants (34,35). With respect to sex, 49% of the articles
presented data on a combination of male and female participants,

39% reported on female samples only, 6% reported on male
samples only, and 6% reported separate analyses for some
combination of these. Not enough studies presented data on
age, race/ethnicity, or length of illness to report here.

Overall Meta-Analysis
Figure 1 presents the independent and aggregated associa-

tion(s) of reported trauma and FSSs for the 71 included studies.
The aggregated random-effects analysis revealed that individ-
uals reporting exposure to trauma were 2.7 times more likely
to have FSS (OR [95% CI] = 2.7 [2.27Y3.10], n = 71). The
FSN statistic indicated that another 1537 null studies would
need to be included to change the two-tailed p value from .00 to
greater than .05; thus, the obtained OR can be considered robust
against publication bias (33). There was substantial heterogene-
ity in the studies (W2 = 325.86, df = 70, p G .001), confirming our
a priori decision to use random-effects models. The obtained
I2 statistic indicated that 78.5% of the variability among the
overall effect size was caused by true heterogeneity between
the studies rather than sampling error.

Subgroup Analyses for Sex
Figure 2 depicts sex effects in the relationship between

reported trauma and FSSs. Initial comparisons revealed that
the overall association between reported trauma and FSSs
was more than twice as strong for males than females (male OR
[95% CI] = 4.68 [2.28Y9.59], n = 8; female OR [95% CI] = 2.13
[1.76Y2.57], n = 37; W2 = 4.31, df = 1, p = .038). However, as a
conservative effort, three studies with outlier results (34,36,37)
were excluded, and the sex difference, although still present,
was no longer significant as a moderating variable (male OR
[95% CI] = 3.29 [1.89Y5.71], n = 6; female OR [95% CI] = 2.11
[1.74Y2.55], n = 36; W2 = 2.20, df = 1, p = .138).

Subgroup Analyses for Type of Trauma and FSS
Subgroup analyses identified type of trauma as a moderat-

ing variable (W2 = 12.76, df = 4, p = .013). Studies of PTSD
showed significantly larger associations than did studies of sexual
abuse (W2 = 8.51, df = 1, p = .004) or physical abuse (W2 = 9.77,
df = 1, p = .002). The top half of Table 1 presents the associ-
ations of reported trauma with FSSs separately for each type
of trauma. Combat exposure had the largest association with
FSSs, but this was based on only 9 studies; physical abuse
had the smallest association with 49 studies.

Subgroup analyses confirmed type of FSS as a moderator
(W2 = 13.49, df = 4, p = .009) and identified significant differ-
ences between CFS and IBS (W2 = 11.24, df = 1, p = .001) and
CFS and FM (W2 = 6.48, df = 1, p = .011). The bottom half
of Table 1 presents the associations of reported trauma with
FSSs for each type of FSS. CFS had the largest association with
reported trauma with 14 studies, and IBS was least likely to be
associated with reported trauma in 29 studies.

Other Subgroup Analyses
The type of trauma assessment alsowas a moderating variable

in the association of reported trauma and FSSs (W2 = 15.12, df= 3,
p = .002). Studies using nonvalidated questionnaires reported
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Figure 1. Forest plot for the aggregated and independent associations of reported trauma and functional somatic syndromes.
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larger associations than studies that used validated question-
naires (nonvalidated OR [95% CI] = 2.68 [2.26Y3.16], n = 70;
validated OR [95% CI] = 1.80 [1.55Y2.09], n = 82; W2 = 12.08,
df = 1, p = .001). Studies using self-report of trauma also
reported larger associations than did those using validated ques-
tionnaires (self-report OR [95% CI] = 2.75 [2.12Y3.56], n = 35;
W
2 = 7.80, df = 1, p = .005). There were no differences between

studies using validated questionnaires versus using interviews
(interview OR [95% CI] = 2.31 [1.71Y3.11], n = 30; W2 = 2.15,
df = 1, p = .143), nor were there significant differences between
nonvalidated questionnaires, self-reports of trauma, and inter-
views. Type of FSS assessment (clinician assessment or inter-
view OR [95% CI] = 2.69 [2.21Y3.26], n = 50; self-report OR
[95% CI] = 2.68 [2.03Y3.54], n = 21; W2 = 0.00, df = 1, p = .987),
age at the time of trauma (childhood abuse OR [95% CI] = 1.97
[1.72Y2.25], n = 83; adulthood abuse OR [95% CI] = 1.91
[1.58Y2.31], n = 52; W2 = 0.06, df = 1, p = .805), and sample type
(clinical OR [95% CI] = 2.60 [2.10Y3.23], n = 36; community
OR [95% CI] = 2.32 [1.81Y2.98], n = 19; other sample OR
[95% CI] = 3.25 [2.24Y4.70], n = 16; W2 = 2.19, df = 2, p = .335)

were not significant moderators of the association between
reported trauma and FSSs.

Quality Assessment
Of the 58 case-control studies, 21 (36%) received 0 to 3 points

of a possible 9 points, 32 (55%) were given 4 to 6 points, and
only 5 (9%) were awarded 7 points. Of the 13 cohort studies,
3 (23%) received 0 to 3 points, 8 (62%) had 4 to 6 points, and
2 (15%) earned 7 points. No articles from either study design
earned more than 7 points. Within the three subcategories of
quality assessment, case-control studies needed the most im-
provement in their description of the exposure variable (i.e., 81%
received only 1/3 possible points), whereas cohort studies needed
to improve their selection of the study groups (69% received only
2/4 possible points). Meta-regression analyses indicated that
the overall methodological quality was not a significant source
of heterogeneity (Q = 81.18, df = 70, p = .170). Results were
similar when the quality of case-control (case-control Q = 12.97,
df = 12, p = .371) and cohort studies were examined separately
(cohort Q = 68.57, df = 57, p = .140).

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the largest and most comprehen-

sive review of the trauma and FSSs literature to date. We found
71 studies that met our stringent criteria for inclusion. The
overall meta-analysis revealed that individuals who reported
exposure to trauma were 2.7 times more likely to have FSS
regardless of type of trauma or type of condition. This signif-
icant association was robust against both publication bias and
the generally low quality of the literature. Type of trauma, type
of FSS, and type of trauma assessment were moderators of the
association between trauma and FSSs. The association between
reported trauma and FSSs was more than twice as strong in men
than in women; however, our conservative effort of removing

Figure 2. Odd ratios and 95% confidence intervals for the association of reported
trauma and functional somatic syndromes by articles using male-only, female-only,
and both-sex samples. n = number of articles.

TABLE 1. Associations of Reported Trauma and Functional Somatic Syndromes Presented Separately by Type of Trauma and Type of Conditiona

OR 95% CI z Value p Value k

Traumab

Emotional abuse 2.11 1.58Y2.82 5.06 G.001 23

Physical abuse 1.89 1.58Y2.26 6.89 G.001 49

Sexual abuse 2.01 1.74Y2.32 9.41 G.001 69

Combat/Deployment 3.06 1.72Y5.47 3.79 G.001 9

PTSDc 2.93 2.38Y3.61 10.13 G.001 20

Functional somatic syndromed

FM 2.52 1.92Y3.31 6.62 G.001 21

CWP 3.35 2.55Y4.41 8.65 G.001 5

CFS 4.06 3.18Y5.18 11.20 G.001 14

TMD 3.33 1.15Y9.68 2.21 .027 3

IBS 2.22 1.72Y2.86 6.16 G.001 29

OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; k = number of relevant comparisons; PTSD = posttraumatic stress disorder; FM = fibromyalgia; CWP = chronic widespread
pain; CFS = chronic fatigue syndrome; TMD = temporomandibular disorder; IBS = irritable bowel syndrome.
a Subgroup analyses use weighted analysis of variance to run the meta-analysis within groups and compare the effect across groups.
b Associations compare those who were exposed to the trauma with those who were not.
c Muhvic-Urek et al. (37) and one of the comparisons made by Amital et al. (36) were considered outliers and thus were not used in this analysis.
d Associations compare those who had the FSS with those who had not.
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studies with outlier results rendered this difference nonsignifi-
cant. Type of FSS assessment, age at the time of trauma, and
type of sample did not moderate the relationship between
reported trauma and FSSs.

Combat exposure and PTSD had the strongest association
with FSSs. Several studies have shown that military veterans
with combat exposure and subsequent PTSD may be more likely
to have experienced previous childhood or adulthood traumas,
as well (38,39). Thus, it is possible that the large association
of combat exposure with FSSs may reflect the effect of multi-
ple traumas or unreported PTSD. Because the meta-analysis
only included a few studies that examined combat exposure and
none had information on prior trauma exposure, this finding
should be interpreted with caution. The effect size for PTSD
was significantly larger than the effect size of sexual or physi-
cal abuse, possibly illustrating the nature of developing PTSD
in response to trauma and its potential effect on health. Although
a person exposed to trauma may or may not have a maladap-
tive long-term response, an individual who develops PTSD will
likely have several behavioral and psychological consequences
as well as greater possible dysregulation of physiological sys-
tems that further limit one’s recovery and can potentially foster
the development of FSSs.

We also found that studies using nonvalidated question-
naires and self-reports of trauma had larger associations be-
tween reported trauma and FSSs did than studies using validated
questionnaires. This finding is consistent with the previous meta-
analysis that examined the association of PTSD with physical
health symptoms (27). It is possible that the format of the trauma
assessment may influence how one responds to questions about
trauma exposure. For example, using retrospective self-report
is potentially problematic because it is often subject to recall
and response bias. Previous studies have found variability in
documenting abuse, specifically indicating that adults who are
administered questionnaires or interviews often underreport
childhood abuse (40).

The magnitude of the association between reported trauma
and CFS was significantly larger than that of FM or IBS. Given
the uncertain etiology of these conditions, the reasons why CFS
showed a stronger relationship with trauma is unclear. Any exist-
ing differences in the underlying etiology and pathophysiology
of FSSs may contribute to variability in the physiological, emo-
tional, and psychological responses that accompany each condi-
tion. Thus, these findings illustrate the importance of examining
both the similarities of these conditions and their differences.

Proposed Explanations
It is widely recognized that a set of physiological and psy-

chological processes become enacted when humans experience
acute stress or trauma (16). For many people, these physio-
logical perturbations return to baseline once the stress or trauma
has resolved. However, the initial state of hyperarousal can be-
come chronic for some individuals (14,15,41). The chronic
hyperarousal then leads to dysregulation of the physiological stress
system and the ultimate development of stress-related condi-
tions. Consistent with cognitive behavior theory, the experience

of trauma also may affect one’s appraisals of potentially threat-
ening stimuli including physical and physiological symptoms.
This appraisal bias may then lead to increased avoidance,
catastrophizing about symptoms, and amplification of the ill-
ness experience (42). One’s expectation of further somatic
symptoms also can play a role in perpetuating a cycle of fur-
ther decline in functioning. For example, an individual with
FM may experience significant anticipatory anxiety associated
with the likelihood of future pain, which may cause him to
isolate or limit his activity level, potentially leading to higher
pain susceptibility and poorer psychosocial functioning.

When trauma leads to the development of PTSD, the link
between trauma exposure and FSS may be even more pro-
nounced. Several theoretical models attempt to explain the
link between trauma with resulting PTSD and pain. The mutual
maintenance theory explicates that the high comorbidity be-
tween PTSD and pain including FSSs can be caused by mech-
anisms that are common to both sets of conditions, including
attentional bias toward threatening stimuli, anxiety sensitivity,
reminders of the trauma that may be pain-related and trigger
PTSD symptoms, behavioral avoidance, depression, and reduc-
tion of physical activity (23). The shared vulnerability model
proposes that shared individual difference factors such as anx-
iety sensitivity and sympathetic dysregulation influence the
development of both PTSD and pain conditions, such as FSSs,
in response to traumatic experiences (24). The multiplex model
of bodily experience, which has been mostly applied to trauma-
tized refugees, explains how distress along four distinct fear
networks may serve as significant mediators of the link between
somatic symptoms and PTSD severity (25). Finally, the perpetual
avoidance model asserts that dysfunctional cognitive processing
after trauma can lead to an increase in psychological and physi-
ological arousal and therefore greater behavioral avoidance that
maintains both PTSD and pain (26). The relationship between
trauma, PTSD, and pain conditions including FSSs is complex
and likely involves many of the proposed mechanisms. However,
there is a dearth of research to either support or refute any of
these models. Therefore, future hypothesis-driven studies should
systematically examine the mechanisms underlying the rela-
tionship between psychological trauma, PTSD, and FSSs to bet-
ter inform treatment and prevention of these conditions.

Limitations of the Literature
Our findings are limited primarily based on the nature of

the literature that was used. The most notable limitation is that
nearly all the studies were cross sectional. Thus, no assump-
tions about directionality of the effects can be made until more
prospective studies are conducted. Furthermore, the overall
quality of the studies was generally low. Because a meta-analysis
is based on a summation of studies, the results are only as good
as the studies combined to make up the meta-analysis. The
poor quality of the literature also may have played a role in the
detection of an association between trauma and FSSs because
we found that the magnitude of the association between trauma
and FSSs was larger in studies using nonvalidated questionnaires
and self-report rather than those using validated questionnaires
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for trauma assessment. Thus, inaccurate or false reports of trauma
history are of primary concern in this and other studies (43Y45).

The studies were also notable for what was not reported.
None of the studies reported on the possible co-occurrence of
psychological trauma with physical trauma, which may account
for the link between trauma and FSSs. In addition, only a hand-
ful of the studies examined the confounding effects of depression
or other psychiatric conditions, precluding us from conducting
a formal subgroup analysis to further examine this in the meta-
analysis. Given the frequent comorbidity of both PTSD and FSSs
with psychiatric conditions (7), examining the role of depres-
sion, for example, in the link between trauma and FSSs, is wor-
thy of consideration. Despite the known comorbidity among
FSSs (8), practically none of the studies provided information
on the presence or absence of more than one syndrome. There-
fore, the effect sizes for conditions may have been inflated
by existing but unmeasured high comorbidity between FSSs.
Differential diagnosis is often problematic among FSSs because
several of these conditions share a common set of symptoms.
Some even argue that differentiation of a specific FSS reflects
the inclination of specialists to focus on only symptoms rele-
vant to their specialty, rather than any real differences between
patients (4). For example, a researcher studying FM may choose
to identify symptoms associated with that specific condition
and not include measures to detect other conditions such as
IBS or CFS. To further complicate the issue, small variations
in the diagnostic criteria can produce wide variations in preva-
lence rates. For example, the International Classification of Dis-
eases, Tenth Revision, diagnostic criteria for CFS requires
persistent or relapsing fatigue of six or more consecutive months,
chronic wide spread pain of at least 3 months for FM, and recur-
rent abdominal pain or discomfort of at least 3 days per month
during the previous 3 months for IBS (46). Such inconsistencies
create several clinical, conceptual, and empirical challenges in
examining the similarities and differences among FSSs.

Future Directions
Our findings can help to inform future research to address

the complex nature of FSSs and how prior trauma experience
may play a role in the etiology and maintenance of such con-
ditions. It is fundamental that future studies address the incon-
sistent diagnostic issues within the FSSs literature to achieve
a more comprehensive understanding of how to classify and study
these conditions. More studies of comorbidities are needed to bet-
ter understand similarities as well as the differences across these
syndromes. There is also a need to systematically improve the
methods used to assess for trauma exposure, perhaps through lon-
gitudinal studies, to refine our measurement of self-reported trauma.

Longitudinal and prospective studies that examine risk fac-
tors, temporal onset, and prognosis of FSSs are necessary to
gain a better understanding of FSSs and how trauma may per-
petuate such diagnoses. The findings related to sex also merit
some consideration. Because most of the literature has focused
on women, it was unexpected to see that the association between
trauma and FSSs was initially stronger in men than in women.
Although the sex effect weakened once outlier results were

controlled, this lends support for further exploration of the role
of sex in the relationship between trauma and FSSs, particularly
in the context of combat-related trauma.

Given that the magnitude of the association between reported
trauma and FSSs differed depending on the type of trauma, type
of FSS, and type of trauma assessment, future studies should
attempt to identify the function of such variables on the trauma
and FSS relationship. These types of studies can promote a bet-
ter understanding of the pathophysiological mechanism that
underlie these conditions, as well as inform assessment and treat-
ment approaches. Moreover, studying individuals who have
experienced trauma but do not have FSSs would provide a better
understanding of protective factors and thus would be particularly
valuable to prevention work. Finally, to better address both the
psychological consequences of trauma and overall functioning
related to FSSs, more attention needs to be given to intervention
research that is transdiagnostic in nature. This would require an
understanding outside the conceptual structure of diagnosis by
identifying common factors that affect the development and
maintenance of cognitive, emotional, and behavioral features that
characterize these conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the current meta-analysis revealed a signifi-

cant association between reported trauma and FSSs. We also
found that the association between trauma and FSSs differed
according to type of trauma, type of FSS, and type of trauma
assessment. Our findings were robust against publication bias
and were not significantly affected by the generally low quality
of the studies. Nonetheless, the findings should be interpreted
with caution in light of the many limitations of the studies used.
These findings also emphasize the importance of conducting
prospective studies, further examining the potential similarities
and differences of these conditions and pursuing hypothesis-
driven studies of the mechanisms underlying the link between
trauma, PTSD, and FSSs. Finally, further research is necessary
to develop and test the efficacy of treatments that can address
the common factors in these conditions.
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